Visitation Team summary of EPP’s Evidence by CAEP Standard:
•
•
•

•

•

CAEP Standard 1— Evidence is consistent and supports the EPP claim.
CAEP Standard 2— Evidence is inconsistent. Evidence 12 identifies those
schools where candidates were placed, but lacks date/year. Evidence 17 and
26 presents definitions and requirement, but do not report data.
CAEP Standard 3— Evidence is partially consistent. The EPP reports
“evidence” and “tables” but does not provide alignment/analysis of the data
points. The EPP provides partial data in support 31.-3.6. Specific to 3.2, only
two cycles of data are reported; for 3.3, no data were found. Evidence 11 –
Graduation without Certification-- intended for 3.5 appears misaligned.
CAEP Standard 4— Evidence is inconsistent. Co-mingling of candidate and
completer data is inconsistent with the requirements of Standard 4. Specifically, the
EPP did not provide any evidence of alignment of its claim with the four components
of Standard 4. When presenting the rationale for the assessments used (Self Study,
pp. 17-34), the EPP mentions component 4.1 in various assessments and briefly
mentions component 4.2 in the Phase in Plan (p. 32). This is confusing as Tables 4.1
and 4.2 report means and standard deviations for TEAC 259 and TEAC 330,
respectively, which report candidates, not completers. Evidence is inconsistent with
4.1 – 4.4.
CAEP Standard 5— Evidence is partially consistent. Although the EPP
provides some evidence to support Standard 5, without a clear narrative of how the
evidence provided in the Self-Study Evidence relates to any evidence provided in the
self-study, is it unclear if the EPP has a valid and reliable QAS. The evidence
provided by EPP is insufficient to support all CAEP standards.

Clarification Questions:
1. Standard 1: Address apparent inconsistency of reporting candidates and
completers. Standard 1 addresses only candidates.
2. Standard 2: Provide evidence of P-12 school/stakeholders participation as
collaborators and co-constructors.
3. Standard 3: Clarify the use of admission and certification specific to Evidence 10.
Provide third cycle of data.
4. Standard 3: Provide evidence of validity and reliability for measures.
5. Standard 3: Address apparent inconsistency in sample syllabi and accompanying
rubrics.
6. Standard 3: Clarify how Evidence 11 supports 3.5.
7. Standard 4: Provide evidence that is consistent with 4.1 – 4.4.
8. Standard 5: Provide evidence that is consistent with 5.1 – 5.5.
9. Standard 5: Provide narrative outlining in detail the EPP’s QAS: (a) How data is
collected; (b) Identification of EPP wide assessments, including reliability and
validity; (c) Identification of State wide assessments; (d) How data is analyzed,
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benchmarked and used to make decisions; and (e) Discuss various stakeholder
involvement
10. Standard 5: Schedule meeting with: Assessment director or equivalent;
Stakeholders; Director of Institutional Research or equivalent; Faculty;
Candidates
11. The item labeled “CAEP Appendix A Internal Evidence” appears to be incomplete
with regard to referencing outside pieces of evidence. The document refers to
items “xxxx”. Please provide updated Appendix A with completed references.
Materials Request:
The site visit team requests that the EPP supply the following materials to support the
team’s work:
1. Standard 2: Provide evidence of P-12 school/stakeholders participation as
collaborators and co-constructors.
2. Standard 3: Clarify the use of admission and certification specific to Evidence 10.
Provide third cycle of data.
3. Standard 4: Provide evidence that is consistent with 4.1 – 4.4.
4. Standard 5: Provide evidence that is consistent with 5.1 – 5.5.
The internal audit, which probed CAEP Standard 1 and its five components
through the lens of the EPP’s broad claim, found the methodology and resulting
data to be sufficient to support the claim.
Plans for program improvement:
The internal audit yielded three major categories to be addressed; see Table 5.1.
These categories include: (1) enhance support for all teacher candidates to work
effectively with children and families from diverse backgrounds; (2) strengthen
[sic] assessment rating scales used at various points; and (3) develop single data
repository where multiple sources of data are stored and maintained.
Statement regarding commitment and capacity:
The faculty concluded that the University of Nebraska – Lincoln is committed to
College of Education and Human Sciences (CEHS) and as per the Internal Audit,
“… [sic] the dialogue among university faculty, critical school partners, and
administrators who employ our completers demonstrates an appreciation that
teacher induction and early professional development are ongoing and dynamic
processes, especially in relation to confidence in instructional skills” affirm there
is willingness and commitment, to deliver offer a quality program.
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University of Nebraska Lincoln Response to Clarifying Questions
Standard 2
Evidence 12 Diversity Characteristics of Field Experience Schools (2.1:
Diversity): The review identified the need to add the date and year to Evidence
item 12.
The data is represented graphically in Table 12.1 and includes the year of
collection in the chart title.
Table 12.1

Student Teaching Location Demographics
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Evidence 17 Practicum Experiences at University of Nebraska (2.1): The
review identified the need to report data.
Practicum experiences are part of the required coursework for all EPP programs,
dependent upon the subject area and grade level being pursued. In your
document you identify needing the reporting of data on CEHS practicums.
Elementary Education students complete an introductory practicum prior to being
formally admitted to their program. Students proceed through three practicums
prior to their student teaching semester if their performance meets the
requirements for both the university classroom work and the performance
demonstrated in an elementary school classroom placement. (Table 17.1).
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Table 17.1

297A

297B

397A/D

Secondary Education students have one formal practicum in their course
sequence that occurs in the semester immediately preceding their student
teaching semester. The number of student placements each semester is wholly
dependent upon the number of students in each content area at that specific
point in their program. Each program has an endorsement-specific practicum
taught by content faculty.
Practicum Placement Process
Elementary and secondary practicum placement processes are similar and yet
differ slightly in the requirements and number of students requiring placement.
Elementary education practicums are located in various elementary buildings
within Lincoln Public Schools. Secondary practicums are located in various
school districts, including but not exclusive to Lincoln Public Schools. Table 17.3
illustrates the number of practicum placements per academic year since 2014.
Table 17.4 shows the placement request process. The process involves
partnership between CEHS faculty and the Director of Professional Experiences
(DPE) and the DPE and school districts.
Table 17.3

Practicum Placements
300
250
200

2014-15

150

2015-16
2016-17

100
50
0
297A

297B

397A

397D

SPED

Secondary
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Table 17.4

DPE & faculty select
cooperating teachers

DPE makes teacher
requests to districts

If denied, DPE & faculty
select additional
teachers

Faculty provides
assignment information
to students

If approved, DPE
informs faculty

Evidence 26 Student Teacher Handbook 2016-17: The review identified the
need to report data.
The current evidence item describes the roles of all parties involved in the
student teaching semester. Table 26.1 provides an overview of the student
teaching placement process.
Table 26.1

Student Teaching Meetings & Application
Students apply the semester before placement

Advisors verify eligibility to student teach

Placement by Director of Professional Experiences
School district requests made

Contracts and other required documentation
completed

Notification of Placement
Students receive general confirmation placement
details upon district confiermation

Students receive specific details and contact
information at required orientation
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University supervisors are hired once all student teacher placements are made.
They participate in an orientation and in technology training for the evaluation
tool. Cooperating teachers receive written instructions from the Director of
Professional Experiences and receive additional training from university
supervisors.
The evaluation process is outlined in Table 26.2. The Nebraska Department of
Education requires completion of the Nebraska Clinical Practice Evaluation as an
accredited educator preparation program. CEHS requires the completion of the
14 Dimensions Rubric for the final evaluation.
Table 26.2
5 observations
CEHS
14 Dimensions Rubric
(Final Evaluation) through
LiveText
Mid-term assessment

Nebraska Clinical Practice
Evaluation

Table 26.3 illustrates the total number of student teacher placements made each
of the last three academic years.
Table 26.3
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Student Teaching Placements 20142017
320
310
300
290
280
Series1

2014-15
303

2015-16
318

2016-17
294

Responses to Clarifying Questions
Standard 2: Provide Evidence of P-12 school/stakeholders participation as
collaborators and co-constructors
A timeline example used to place student teachers for Fall 2017 with
corresponding dates is outlined below. This process repeats each semester with
slight variation of dates.
January 25 & 27, 2017

Student Teacher Application Information Sessions

February 1-17

Student Teacher Application window (pg. 6 of the
Handbook)

February 17-24

Advisors confirm students are eligible to student teach

February 26-May 1

Director of Field Placement makes placements with
schools (pgs. 7-8 of the Handbook)

March 14

Student Teacher Supervisors attend technology
training

April 25 & 28

Student Teacher Orientation (required) for those
student teaching outside of the Lincoln Public Schools

August 2

Student Teacher Supervisor Orientation for Fall

August 7

Student Teacher Orientation (required) for those
student teaching in Lincoln Public Schools
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Lincoln Public Schools hosts student teacher and practicum placement meetings.
It is at these meetings that we get to discuss our requests and work with the
district to find the right fit. These meetings are held each semester with slight
variation on the dates.
March 27, 2017
August 7, 2017

Student teacher placement for Fall 2017
Practicum teacher placement for Fall 2017

The Director of Professional Experiences meets with representatives of the two
largest districts regularly to discuss any changes, issues or other topics regarding
placement.
Lincoln Public Schools

meets with LPS 2/year & as needed

Omaha Public Schools

meets with OPS 2/year around other events & as
needed

Conversations, phone, face-to-face and email are used to discuss placements
with personnel from over 200 school districts each year through the placement
process. These conversations ensure that the school setting and cooperating
teacher meet the University standard and requirements and that the CEHS
requirements will compliment the school district expectations as well.
These meetings do not have formal agendas, but rather each party brings their
respective lists. The content of the discussion can be as superficial as starting
dates for assignments and as deep as instructional strategies necessary for
teaching reading. For example the LPS personnel that I work with and I had a
working lunch on June 12, 2017. We also attended a conference and worked in
some meeting time in October of 2016 to discuss a certain process. The OPS
personnel and I often meet before or after the UNL Career Fairs or over lunch at
the CEHS professional development day.
Working with our district partners to ensure success for both parties is a priority.
Modifications are made as necessary based on the conversations between
districts and CEHS. A prime example involves the required ELL practicum for
elementary education students. The practicum was moved from LPS to OPS in
2016, a direct result of multiple conversations with LPS regarding availability and
elements that were too big of a challenge to overcome. OPS welcomed the
practicum and each semester we have students in OPS middle and elementary
schools completing the ELL practicum. Faculty work directly with the buildings
on specific assignments.
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University of Nebraska Lincoln Response to Clarifying Questions
Standard 3
3.1

Plan for Recruitment of Diverse Candidates who Meet Employment Needs
Undergraduate Recruitment in the College of Education and Human Sciences
(CEHS) focuses on college access, community outreach, and increased program
enrollment. With respect to teacher education programs, the recruitment team
works with classrooms across K-12 education in the state of Nebraska to develop
pipelines and partnerships to increase the percentage of successful college
graduates in each district.
The CEHS Recruitment Office supports our state’s needs to increase teacher
education program candidates by looking to future generations of college freshmen
through the development of programs statewide in Title One elementary schools
and middle school STEM classrooms focused on exploring opportunities and
understanding higher education options. These programs increase awareness of
college access but also generate options for students in education fields
specifically targeting STEM, English Language learning (ELL) and Special
Education. Activities in the classrooms include: presentations, games connecting
academic majors to careers, interactive high school preparation games, and
Nebraska/CEHS trivia. These programs partner with schools both in activity
programing and in student teacher placement.
Events and activities that help to support both an academically talented and
socially diverse incoming freshman class happen both on and off campus. Red
Letter Day activities (See Evidence 32 “Red Letter Days”) help students to explore
majors while specialized events like College Access Day (See Evidence 33
“College Access Days”) give students a closer look at what their life would be like
as a student on campus. Off-campus events like classroom visits and county fairs
provide opportunities for career exploration to students who may never be able to
see campus first hand (while in high school). Interactive presentations and grade
level appropriate games focused on academic and student life options on college
campuses come together to give young students the full picture of a college
experience in their home classrooms (See Evidence 34 “Classroom Activities). Offcampus efforts have increased to meet the ever-changing demographics of the
state and increasing numbers of Title One schools across our metropolitan areas.
Finally, nascent initiatives include: 1) Creating enhanced partnerships (beyond
Lincoln) with diverse school districts such as Grand Island and Omaha to develop
“grow-your-own” professional teacher induction programs to encourage successful
paraprofessionals and substitute teachers to pursue full teacher certification (Note:
the Grand Island partnership began after a busload of CEHS faculty visited Grand
Island in February of 2017 as part of a Meet Nebraska program); and 2)
Developing an Education Honors Academy that will provide scholarships to
promising secondary school students (to include a preference for first generation
Americans) to enroll in and complete a teacher preparatory program.
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Additional details on Recruitment Activities and Outreach can be seen in our
“Recruitment Strategic Plan 2018.” (See Evidence 35)
3.2

Candidates Demonstrate Academic Achievement
In your document entitled, “Summary of the Case,” you specifically noted a need to
“clarify the use of admission and certification specific to Evidence 10” and to
provide a third cycle of data. Evidence 10 now shows three cycles of data and the
document has been re-titled as Description of Admitted Candidates to reflect three
years of teacher candidate data (See Evidence 10). The Description of Admitted
Candidates illustrates our consistent record of recruiting and retaining strong
teacher candidates. The grade point averages of admitted candidates, for
example, range from 3.3 (2016-2017) to 3.5 (2015-2016). The median ACT scores
for admitted candidates range from 24-25. Finally, of those candidates admitted to
the EPP, 98% of students complete and are eligible for teacher certification.

3.3

Additional Selectivity Factors
In your “Summary of the Case” it was noted that no data were found with respect to
standard 3.3 (additional selectivity factors), which states that, “Educator
preparation providers establish and monitor attributes and dispositions beyond
academic ability that candidates must demonstrate at admissions and during the
program.” In our 14 Dimensions Rubric (see Evidence 40 – Appendix F) each
dimension embeds specific language intended to monitor candidate attributes and
dispositions related to multiple facets of professional teacher behavior. The
following dimensions serve as examples of attributes and dispositions monitored:
•

•

•

Relationships with Students (Dimension 7, “sufficient” rating) –
Demonstrates empathy with all students in spoken and unspoken
communication. Is friendly and professional in interactions. Responds to
students’ interactions. Has average expectation for students.
Inclusive Practices (Dimension 8, “sufficient” rating) – Is welcoming of
students with disabilities and diverse students in the classroom. Adapts
teaching to different learning styles of students and these adaptations are
effective most of the time. Maintains appropriately high expectations for all
students.
Collaborative Relations and Professional Conduct (Dimension 13,
“sufficient” rating) – Has strong oral and written communication; and readily
and effectively partners with other professionals or families to plan, create
and sustain learning environments. Is familiar with and follows professional
codes of conduct.

Candidates are monitored at three critical checkpoints (as delineated in Appendix
A – Internal Audit) including: a) admission to the professional core (end of year 2);
b) prior to student teaching (beginning of year 4); and c) completion of student
teaching (typically as second semester seniors).
Checkpoint I (Admission to the professional core) – administration of the 14
Dimensions Rubric is used as a formative diagnostic assessment and provides
information concerning attributes and dispositions as a predictor of future
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candidate performance in professional core courses and school-based field
placements.
Checkpoint II (prior to student teaching) – three dimensions [Planning for Teaching
- dimension 4; Responsive Teaching – dimension 5; Assessment – dimension 6]
are focused upon in relation to candidates’ formative skill in planning lessons,
interacting with students, and providing alternatives for individual students.
Progression in skill development for these three dimensions are focused upon in
pedagogical methods courses and noted in our self-study document (See Figure
4.1 – Candidate progression during matriculation in the EPP).
Checkpoint III (Completion of student teaching) – administration of the 14
Dimensions Rubric is used as a summative assessment. Candidates completing
the student teaching field experience are expected to receive a rating of “sufficient”
or “advanced” in each of the assessed dimensions. Tables 4.4 (4.41 – 4.45)
included with the self-study provided evidence that 98% of admitted candidates
complete the program and are eligible for teacher certification.
Reliability for the 14 Dimensions Rubric was reported in Section 2 (Claims and
Rationale) as a Chronbach’s alpha coefficient (internal consistency) of 0.89;
individual dimensions range between 0.909-0.915 (when 2017 data are included;
See Evidence Sources and Technical Properties, Evidence 29). Validity for the 14
Dimensions Rubric was determined in the following forms: (a) Content validity; (b)
Concurrent Validity; and (c) Construct Validity. These are further delineated below.
• Content validity – representatives from the three departments in CEHS
responsible for teacher preparation considered, developed, and came to
consensus around a set of dimensions consistent with elements demanded
by the Nebraska Department of Education. Faculty members in each
department and school-based stakeholders were given an opportunity to
revise, edit, and comment before finalizing the 14 dimensions currently
comprising the rubric. The 14 Dimensions Rubric was reviewed with other
teacher education program leaders in Nebraska and large portions of it
have been embedded within a statewide rubric.
• Concurrent validity – the rubric was compared and cross-referenced to two
national measures – INTASC (Interstate New Teacher Assessment and
Support Consortium) Standards for Teacher Education and the Danielson
Framework (See Table 2.4 – Alignment of 14 dimensions with INTASC and
Danielson Framework) in our self-study.
• Construct validity – our expectation that candidates would show
progression during matriculation in the EPP on dimensions being measured
(See Figure 4.1 – Candidate progression during matriculation in the EPP).
• Independent rater agreement. The Clinical Teachers and the University
Supervisor of Student Teaching completed independent ratings of student
teachers’ clinical experiences. Results demonstrated agreement between
.909 and .915, depending on the dimension.
3.4

Selectivity During Preparation
No questions were asked concerning standard 3.4.
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3.5

Selection at Completion
Candidates completing the student teaching field experience must achieve a rating
of “sufficient” or “advanced” in each of the assessed dimensions in order to be
recommended for teacher certification. Tables 4.4 (4.41 – 4.45) included with the
self-study provided evidence that 98% of admitted candidates complete the
program and are eligible for teacher certification.
Evidence 11 (Graduation without Certification Information) was included to provide
information concerning the 2% of students who failed to complete and not be
recommended for certification. These students were allowed to graduate with their
Bachelor’s degree, but their transcript included the notation ‘graduated without
certification.’

3.6

Candidates Understand the Expectations of the Profession
No questions were asked concerning standard 3.6.

Additional Clarification Questions
Clarification questions related to the “Summary of the Case” for Standard 3
(Numbers 3-6) were addressed in the response provided above with the exception
of question 5 – “Address the apparent inconsistency in sample syllabi and
accompanying rubrics.” The “Sample Syllabus for TEAC 330 (Evidence 23) uses
the “Grading Rubric for TEAC 330” (Evidence 14) for the assignment “Portfolio
Project.” The “Sample syllabus for TEAC 259” (Evidence 22) originally included
was misaligned with the rubrics used to assess candidates (Evidence 27- TEAC
259 Projects and Rubrics). Evidence 22 will be replaced with the syllabus that
directly aligns with Evidence 27.
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University of Nebraska Lincoln Response to Clarifying Questions
Standard 4
Review: Standard 4: Provide evidence that is consistent with 4.1 – 4.4
Review Details: “Co-mingling of candidate and completer data is inconsistent
with the requirements of Standard 4. Specifically, the EPP did not provide any
evidence of alignment of its claim with the four components of Standard 4. When
presenting the rationale for the assessment used (Self Study, pp. 17-34), the
EPP mentions component 4.1 in various assessments and briefly mentions
component 4.2 in the Phase in Plan (p. 32). This is confusing as Tables 4.1 and
4.2 report means and standard deviations for TEAC 259 and TEAC 330,
respectively, which report candidates, not completers. Evidence is inconsistent
with 4.1 – 4.4.”
Standard 4: Program Impact (The provider demonstrates the impact of its
completers on P-12 student learning and development, classroom instruction,
and schools, and the satisfaction of its completers with the relevance and
effectiveness of their preparation).
Overview: In Nebraska, it is not possible to receive teacher specific data from
school districts that show the impact of our EPP completers on P-12 students’
performance on state standard assessments because state assessment data
on students cannot be shared outside of the school district by state regulation.
Therefore, we presented data from (1) UNL First Year Teacher Survey (EPP
completers complete this; Table 4.7) and (2) UNL Administrator of First Year
Teacher Survey or NDE Administrator of First Year Teacher Survey
(administrators who hired our EPP completers complete this; Table 4.8 and
Table 4.9a-4.9d); and (3) the trajectory of our EPP candidates’ performance
over the course of their study at UNL as an attempt to at least show their
anticipated performance trajectory (Figure 4.1 and description on p. 50). In
addition, we provided a Phase in Plan to inform that we intend to follow small
groups of our EPP completers.
The following presents the evidence for each component that we intended to
submit as a part of our report and our response to the concerns that CAEP
shared with us.
Standard 4 Components
4.1. Impact on P-12 student
learning and development
4.2. Indicators of teaching
effectiveness

Evidence and Response to Review
We did not present data on our EPP completers’
impact on P-12 student learning and
development (4.1) or indicators of their teaching
effectiveness (4.2) because most assessments
and observations are conducted by
administrators in the school building and, thus,
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we are not permitted access to those data. We
do not have access to student assessment data
either.
Therefore, in our report, we provided data that
help us discuss the trajectory of our EPP
candidates’ performance over the course of their
study at UNL as an attempt to at least show their
anticipated performance trajectory. This
discussion is included on p. 50 (Standard 4.1).
In addition, we developed a Phase in Plan to
inform that we intend to follow small groups of
our EPP completers to conduct multiple case
studies to gather evidence on our EPP’s
teaching effectiveness. This discussion is
included on pp. 32-34. This Phase in Plan will
enable us to gather evidence of our EPP
completers’ teaching effectiveness (4.2) as well
as their impact on student learning (4.1) although
the nature and scope of data collected from case
studies would bear methodological limitations.
4.3. Satisfaction of
employers

Evidence and data were originally reported as
part of Standards 4.1 (p. 50; Table 4.9a-Table
4.9d on pp. 89-99).
We gathered the evidence using the
administrator survey on first year teachers (UNL
Administrator of First Year Teacher Survey,
2014; NDE Administrator of First Year Teacher
Survey, 2015-2017) as the closest reflection of
this component. The description of the measures
is provided on pp. 42-43 (Table 3.1), and the
data are presented in Table 4.9. However, we do
not have access to data about our completers’
employment milestones such as promotion and
retention.

4.4. Satisfaction of
completers

Evidence and data were originally reported as
part of Standards 4.1 (p. 50; and Table 4.8 on
pp. 87-88).
We gathered the evidence using the completers’
survey on first year teaching (UNL First Year
Teacher Survey) as the closest reflection of this
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component. The description of the measures is
provided on p. 41 (Table 3.1), and the data are
presented in Table 4.8.
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University of Nebraska Lincoln Response to Clarifying Questions
Standard 5

Introduction
The EPP Leadership Team conducted the internal audit during the Spring 2017; the
team was comprised of department chairs for the three EPP departments (TLTE,
CYAF, and SECD), two or three faculty members from each department, the
Director of Field Experiences, and the Associate Dean for Academic Affairs. The
audit included review of various aspects of the quality assurance system, as well as a
stakeholder meeting on April 26, 2017. Stakeholders included a team of 14 alumni,
employers, school and community partners (Standard 5.5). EPP Faculty and
stakeholders reviewed data that included tables from the inquiry brief, select faculty
meeting minutes, biennial program reports, faculty qualifications, enrollment data,
college and university administrative documents (e.g., hiring, workload), course syllabi,
14 Dimensions Rubric, First Year Teacher Survey, First Year Administrator Survey,
Student Teaching Handbook, program admission requirements, admission to student
teaching requirements, InTASC standards, and candidate performance data.
Description of Quality Assurance System (Standards 3.4; 5.1; 5.2; 5.3)
The quality assurance system for the EPP at the University of Nebraska Lincoln
addresses various benchmark time points as shown in figure 1. The quality assurance
system includes committees, administrators, faculty, and staff, all of whom work in
coordination throughout the EPP (see Table 1). The collective efforts of these
individuals and groups ensure student, faculty, and program quality, as well as
availability of excellent facilities and appropriate fiscal resources.
Figure
1.

Benchmark time points throughout the EPP and important components that contribute to
quality at each time point.
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Table 1. Contributors to Quality Assurance. Components are described in more
detail below the table.
Component
Responsible Person/Group
Administrative Oversight
Dr. Beth Doll, Interim Dean
Recruitment
Georgia Gleason, Director of Recruitment
CEHS Recruitment Committee
CEHS Student Ambassadors
UNL Office of Admissions
Admissions
CEHS Academic Advising Center, AnnMarie Gottner, Director
Program Faculty (establish entrance requirements, make decisions)
Progress in EPP
EPP Program Faculty in TLTE (Oversight: Dr. Lawrence Scharmann,
Chair)
EPP Program Faculty in SECD (Oversight: Dr. Sherri Jones, Chair)
EPP Program Faculty in CYAF (Oversight: Dr. Richard Bischoff,
Chair)
CEHS Academic Advising Center, AnnMarie Gottner, Director
CEHS Curriculum Committee, Dr. Paul Springer, Assocociate Dean
CEHS Field Placement Office, Dr. Sara Skretta, Director
Student Teaching
Special Education, Dr. Sue Kemp
Early Childhood Education, Drs. Emily Dorsey, Soo-young Hong
Elementary Education, Dr. Stephanie Wessels
Secondary Education, Drs. Aaron Johnson, Beth Lewis, Lorraine
Males, Ali Moeller, Sara Thomas; Ms Sheree Moser, Ms Mona
Schoenrock
CEHS Office of Field Experiences, Dr. Sara Skretta, Director
Graduation
CEHS Academic Advising Center, AnnMarie Gottner, Director
CEHS Teacher Certification Office, Dr. Sara Skretta, Director
UNL Office of the Registrar
Administrative Oversight: The dean of the college provides the administrative
oversight for the EPP including facilities, resources, personnel management, budget,
and compliance with state and federal regulations.
CEHS Recruitment Committee: The Recruitment Committee is comprised of faculty
members from every department in the college. The CEHS Director of Recruitment
leads the committee. The group works in close association with the CEHS Student
Ambassadors/Delegates (groups of student leaders who are strong academically,
socially and culturally) and the UNL Office of Admissions in designing recruitment
activities to welcome, inform and recruit prospective students from all over the country.
Recruitment efforts for the EPP were described in Standard 3 on page 22.
CEHS Academic Advising Center: The Academic Advising Center is staffed with
professional academic advisors to help students map out their academic career and
complete EPP admission paperwork. Students may also meet with advisors for
practicum and internship information, transferring into one of our programs, and specific
program requirements.
EPP Faculty: The EPP program faculty are housed in three departments, each
department led by a chairperson. Program faculty in each department meet regularly
(typically monthly) to discuss program data, modifications to courses and sequencing, as
well as other aspects of the EPP that may arise. They also make admission decisions.
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Department chairs manage faculty hiring, workload apportionments, assignment of
courses and classroom assignments for the spaces within department control.
CEHS Curriculum Committee: The college curriculum committee is chaired by the
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs. The committee membership includes the
undergraduate chairs from each department in the college. The committee’s charge is
to review all curriculum requests put forward by departments to assure they align with
college and campus policies.
CEHS Field Placement Office: The experience of student teaching is an essential
component in the development of educators. The college faculty and staff consider it to
be the “capstone” in the preparation process for teacher education. Given its
significance, a number of requirements must be met before an individual can engage in
student teaching. The requirements for student teaching, securing student teaching
supervisors, cooperating teachers, and leadership in partnering with the public schools is
overseen and managed by the Office of Field Experiences, led by Dr. Sara Skretta.
Faculty members also contribute to the student teaching experience serving as
supervisors, seminar instructors, or liaison with the public schools.
CEHS Teacher Certification Office: Dr. Sara Skretta directs the Teacher Certification
Office, which verifies completion of requirements for teacher certification.
Recruitment Process
Recruitment of teacher candidates is managed through the campus recruitment
in partnership with the CEHS Director of Recruitment. Undergraduate Recruitment in
CEHS focuses on college access, community outreach, and increased program
enrollment. With respect to teacher education programs, the recruitment team works
with classrooms across K-12 education in the state of Nebraska to develop pipelines and
partnerships to increase the percentage of successful college graduates in each district.
The CEHS Recruitment Office supports our state’s needs to increase teacher
education program candidates by looking to future generations of college freshmen
through the development of programs statewide in Title One elementary schools and
middle school STEM classrooms focused on exploring opportunities and understanding
higher education options. These programs increase awareness of college access but
also generate options for students in education fields specifically targeting STEM,
English Language learning (ELL) and Special Education. Activities in the classrooms
include: presentations, games connecting academic majors to careers, interactive high
school preparation games, and Nebraska/CEHS trivia. These programs partner with
schools both in activity programing and in student teacher placement. The EPP probed
the recruitment process by asking: 1) To what extent are the EPP recruitment
initiatives managed to attract and retain diverse applicants consistent with the
diversity of Nebraska? (Standard 3.1) And 2) How well do EPP program
completers’ certification areas match teaching market needs of Nebraska?
(Standard 3.1) Results revealed that the current percentage of diverse students
are lower than their representation in the state of Nebraska and much lower than
the Omaha metropolitan community. Recommendations included enhancing
recruitment efforts to attract more diverse students and establish mechanisms to
support diverse candidates who are recruited. In areas of teacher surplus,
stakeholders recommended pairing a content with specific supplemental
endorsement (e.g., Social Sciences with ELL, Special Education or Reading).
Faculty noted that our Indigenous Roots program can be a model for enhanced
recruitment/retention with other underrepresented groups.
Ongoing events and activities that help to support both an academically talented
and socially diverse incoming freshman class happen both on and off campus. Red
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Letter Day activities (See Evidence 32 “Red Letter Days”) help students to explore
majors while specialized events like College Access Day (See Evidence 33 “College
Access Days”) give students a closer look at what their life would be like as a student on
campus. Off-campus events like classroom visits and county fairs provide opportunities
for career exploration to students who may never be able to see campus first hand
(while in high school). Interactive presentations and grade level appropriate games
focused on academic and student life options on college campuses come together to
give young students the full picture of a college experience in their home classrooms
(See Evidence 34 “Classroom Activities). Off-campus efforts have increased to meet the
ever-changing demographics of the state and increasing numbers of Title One schools
across our metropolitan areas.
Finally, nascent initiatives include: 1) Creating enhanced partnerships (beyond
Lincoln) with diverse school districts such as Grand Island and Omaha to develop “growyour-own” professional teacher induction programs to encourage successful
paraprofessionals and substitute teachers to pursue full teacher certification (Note: the
Grand Island partnership began after a busload of CEHS faculty visited Grand Island in
February of 2017 as part of a Meet Nebraska program); and 2) Developing an Education
Honors Academy that will provide scholarships to promising secondary school students
(to include a preference for first generation Americans) to enroll in and complete a
teacher preparatory program.
Additional details on Recruitment Activities and Outreach can be seen in our
“Recruitment Strategic Plan 2018.” (See Evidence 35)
Admissions Process
The Undergraduate Catalog describes the requirements for admission to the
College of Education and Human Sciences
(https://catalog.unl.edu/undergraduate/education-human-sciences/#text).
Admission to the College of Education and Human Sciences does not guarantee
admission into a teacher education program. Admission to the advanced phases of
teacher education is selective and, in some endorsements, highly competitive. Students
must satisfy several requirements (developed by the EPP faculty) in order to be eligible
to apply to the Teacher Education Program. These requirements are detailed in the
Undergraduate Catalog for each major. In general, students must meet the following:
1. Must have earned a minimum of 42 credit hours of college credit with a specific
overall minimum cumulative GPA (determined by the EPP faculty).
2. A minimum cumulative GPA in specific pre-requisite courses (determined by the
EPP faculty) with no grade below a C+.
3. Completion of a formal criminal history review, for CEHS, by the vender
approved by CEHS (fee required).
4. Documentation of proficiency in reading, writing, and mathematics through
successful completion of the Core Academic Skills Examination, for educators,
as the basic skills examination that meets the Nebraska Department of Education
competency requirement.
Students make an appointment or come during a Walk-in Wednesday and get a
signed Teacher Education Program (TEP) form from their advisor that verifies their
eligibility to apply. They attach an unofficial copy of their transcript to the application
materials, and the materials are forwarded to the appropriate faculty members for review
and determination of admission.
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The EPP probed the admission process by asking: 1) How successful is the
EPP in recruiting teacher candidates with a record of strong academic
performance? (Standard 3.2) And 2) How well does the EPP demonstrate that its
teacher candidates show strong academic performance while completing the
program? (Standard 3.2) Data (ACT, GPA, course grades) indicate strong
academic achievement upon entry into and exit from the EPP. Areas of secondary
teacher openings in schools do not always match those areas of preparation in
the EPP. For example, there are not enough secondary science, math, family and
consumer sciences, and business teachers. Stakeholders recommended that the
university and schools need to collaborate in a strategic way to address the gap
between the vacancies and teachers relative to endorsement areas and levels.
Monitoring Progress During EPP
The Undergraduate Catalog describes the coursework and practicum
requirements for each endorsement offered in the College of Education and Human
Sciences (https://catalog.unl.edu/undergraduate/education-human-sciences/#text). It
also describes academic policies such as academic load, credit rules, dual degrees, and
inter-college majors.
Once admitted to the EPP, students are completing professional coursework and
practicum experiences in preparation for their capstone experience, i.e., student
teaching. Faculty hold the primary responsibility for the EPP curriculum. Figure 2
demonstrates the workflow through which data are reviewed and decisions are made
regarding the EPP. EPP Faculty play a primary role in data review and decision making
on program requirements and modifications. Faculty-led program modifications are
reviewed and approved through department, college and campus curriculum committees
and this process may provide feedback to the EPP Faculty for further consideration.
New course proposals and program proposals are written with program description,
rationale, and quality indicators. These are also reviewed and approved by the
department, College, and University curriculum committees. The EPP probed this
process by asking, ‘How effective are the EPP’s procedures for protecting the
integrity of the program curriculum?’ (Standard 1; 5) Feedback revealed that the
process is thorough, consistent, detailed and highly effective. Multiple checks
and balances protect the integrity of the program. The EPP carefully considers
student’s needs and those of the various stakeholders who are taking or teaching
a course.
Coursework: Students are expected to develop a clear understanding of degree
requirements and to plan their course of study with a College advisor. Students requiring
clarification of outstanding degree requirements should visit with a College advisor.
Four-year plans showing the sequence of coursework throughout the degree program
are available in the undergraduate bulletin (e.g.,
https://catalog.unl.edu/undergraduate/education-human-sciences/special/#fouryearplanstext) and
advisors maintain up-to-date advising sheets showing degree requirements.
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Figure 2. Workflow for evaluation of claim(s), ongoing evaluation of program data and
approval of course and program proposals as well as course and program modifications.
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EPP Faculty evaluate candidate performance in course assignments and cumulative
course grades. Fulltime program faculty (tenure leading and Professor of Practice) are
hired through formal search procedures as described by the Office of Equity Access.
Department chairs are the hiring authority and select the hire from a short list approved
by the search committee. Per Nebraska Rule 20, all fulltime program faculty must have
two years of PK-12 teaching experience; exceptions can be made for faculty who
possess exceptional expertise such as scholarship, skill, or experience in the priorities of
the program. The College has a workload document that describes teaching loads
across the college. Chairs assign teaching responsibilities consistent with the workload
document. Program faculty meet face-to-face at least once monthly during the
academic year; meeting agenda and minutes describe their discussion of candidate
learning, assessment results, and program. The University requires a biennial program
report from each program every two years (even years), to describe program success in
addressing student outcomes important to the program. The College convenes a peer
review meeting in which each program in the College reviews and comments on two
biennial program reports not their own; and then reviews comments on their own
program report and makes recommendations for modifications (shown in Figure 2).
The EPP probed the hiring of qualified faculty by asking, ‘How successful
is the EPP in hiring faculty who are highly qualified to teach in the program?
Stakeholders were impressed with the number of years of teaching with the K-12
system prior to faculty coming to the university. The EPP coordinates with the
Office of Equity Access and follows legal procedures for hiring new faculty. The
EPP collects a wide array of comments and evaluations for each candidate from a
wide range of stakeholders.
The EPP probed faculty workloads by asking, ‘To what extent does the EPP
ensure that program faculty have appropriate workload assignments?’
Stakeholders determined that the EPP’s guidelines assure that the workload is
appropriate. Further, the EPP procedures ensure that faculty have the required
credentials and experience, and EPP checks and balances support professors of
practice and other teaching faculty.
The EPP probed collaboration among teaching faculty by asking, ‘To what
extent are program faculty engaged in reviewing and responding to evidence of
the success of teacher candidates and the success of the program in meeting
learning outcomes?’ Stakeholders determined that the EPP demonstrates
constant self-evaluation of the program and assessment is ongoing. Faculty are
using multiple points of data to affirm and validate that they are meeting the
learning goals and whether they are successful or not. Praxis scores are at or
above state and national cutoff. Faculty are using data to generate strengths and
weaknesses. The EPP is responsive to community and public education needs
and concerns.
The EPP probed specific coursework by asking, ‘To what extent do core
professional courses align with the national and professional standards for
educator preparation?’ Findings from stakeholders revealed that all 10 InTASC
standards appeared to be met. (Standards 1.1; 1.3; 1.4; 1.5) Both content
knowledge and application/skills are covered with each course addressing some
of the standards. It was not clear, however, the extent to which the standards are
met and the level and depth of understanding that teacher candidates should
demonstrate in each course. Stakeholders recommended that in each core
professional course, we include information about which standards would be
addressed and what would be the evidence of mastery of particular standards.
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Practicum: Practicum experiences at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln consist
of all pre-student teaching field experiences that are a part of each professional
education program. They may occur as introductory experiences in the early stages of a
program or may be a part of a methods experience. Therefore, the requirements for
each practicum can vary on the basis of when they are offered in one's program
sequence and are influenced by the grade level and endorsement subject area of the
student's program.
As students progress through different practicum experiences, the requirements
become more rigorous. Students must dress and behave in a professional manner at all
times. They are expected to use good judgment and common sense. Finally, they are
expected to grow professionally and to improve their skills as educators. Students are
encouraged to meet with their respective advisor for more specific information as to the
nature of each practicum. Staff involved in clinical placements must have relevant public
school and/or directly related public school experiences.
Students are required to complete a minimum of 100 hours in a PreK-12 school
setting as part of their practicum experience(s). As part of the 100 hours, 40 hours must
be spent in schools offering culturally diverse experiences. Candidate performance in
practicum is evaluated using the 14 Dimensions rubric. The EPP Leadership Team
developed the 14 Dimensions Rubric and aligned it with InTASC standard and Nebraska
and national assessment framework; and led review and refinement of these with the
EPP Faculty. The EPP probed the 14 Dimensions rubric by asking: 1) To what
extent do the agendas and minutes and other artifacts demonstrate that we
worked to develop and refine high quality assessment of our teacher candidates’
knowledge, skills, and disposition? (Standard 3.3) and 2) To what extent do the 14
Dimensions Rubric align with national and professional standards for educator
preparation? (Standard 3.4) Stakeholders reported that the 14 Dimensions Rubric
was comprehensive, and that there were adequate documents to explain the
process of developing assessments. Although stakeholders felt that the EPP
faculty had a lot of discussion about assessment, detailed minutes were not
available to show if these were high quality discussions. In terms of alignment
with state and national standards, stakeholders reported that the 14 Dimensions
Rubric aligned fairly well with InTASC and NAEYC professional standards. The
NAEYC standards are more challenging given their unique focus on school family
community partnerships. Stakeholders appreciated the Rubric’s inclusion of
items related to social media and professional conduct. They thought the Rubric
was up-to-date and relevant to the current educational practices. Faculty
recommended that we keep more detailed minutes about measure development,
implementation, and revisions. Stakeholders and faculty recommended that we
reflect on the changes we make to the programs more systematically, perhaps by
streamlining assessments among CAEP, NDE folios, and UNL’s Biennial Program
reviews.
Student Teaching Process
The Undergraduate Catalog describes the requirements for admission to student
teaching (https://catalog.unl.edu/undergraduate/education-human-sciences/#text).
All students who are candidates for an appropriately endorsed Nebraska
Teacher’s Certificate are required to student teach. Students who plan to student teach
in the fall semester must complete the student teaching application form and submit it by
the preceding March 1 to the Director of Professional Experiences; students planning to
student teach in the spring semester must apply by the preceding October 1. The basic
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program for student teaching provides for a full-day experience for an entire semester.
Admission to student teaching requires the following:
1. Matriculation in a teacher education program in the College of Education and
Human Sciences, the Graduate College, or dual matriculation in the College of
Education and Human Sciences and another college.
2. Admission to a specific teacher education program.
3. Senior standing (89 hours or more) with a minimum cumulative GPA of 2.75 on a
4.0 scale.
4. Minimum grade point average of 2.5 in the endorsement area with no grade
below C.
5. A minimum grade point average of 2.5 in pre-professional and professional
education courses and no grade below C in pre-professional education courses
and no grade below a C+ in professional education courses.
6. All endorsement, pre-professional and professional education course work must
be completed prior to student teaching. If necessary, no more than 6 hours of
general education (ACE) or elective classes can be completed after the student
teaching experience.
7. No additional course work can be taken during the student teaching semester
unless prior approval is obtained from the Certification Officer, the Director of
Professional Experiences, or the Department Chair that oversees the program.
8. Completion of a second criminal history check that will be conducted, for CEHS,
by the vender approved by CEHS (fee required).
The Field Placement Office (FPO) is responsible for the placement of student
teachers. Several factors are considered in assigning student teachers to a specific
district and school. These factors include the availability of a high-quality cooperating
teacher and supervisor who meet the requirements of the Nebraska Department of
Education and the University of Nebraska–Lincoln. Opportunities to student teach out-ofstate are limited. All requests to student teach outside of the immediate Lincoln area
must be individually reviewed and approved by the Director of Professional Experiences.
The FPO ensures that all requirements for the structure and organization of student
teaching placement are met for every placement. The EPP probed this process by
asking, ‘To what extent do the clinical experiences provide teacher candidates
with preparation in advancing the learning of all students towards college- and
career-ready standards; and demonstrating their impact on the learning of P-12
student learning? (Standard 1.4) Stakeholders revealed that through the work in
field placements, students assist and deliver instruction that is specifically
targeted to assist them in achieving proficiency on required state tests.
Stakeholders recommended that the EPP have a one-day professional develop
day that includes contract negotiations, resume building, hints from EPP alumnae,
and school district panelists. They also suggested that the EPP incorporate more
direct experience/learning surrounding career-ready standards throughout the
EPP.
The EPP requires that teacher candidates complete at least one placement for
practicum and/or student teaching in a diverse setting. Teacher candidates who have
not completed a diverse practicum will be required to complete their student teaching in
a diverse setting. The EPP probed this process by asking, ‘How successfully does
the EPP ensure that all teacher candidates complete some clinical placements in
culturally and ethnically diverse settings? (Standard 3.1) EPP Faculty recognized
that all students are required to complete practicum or student teaching in diverse
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placements, but a more formal method to log said diverse experiences is
necessary. Stakeholders and EPP Faculty agreed that a diverse practicum
placement occurs for the large majority of teacher candidates.
Candidate performance in student teaching is evaluated using the 14 Dimensions
rubric. The EPP probed the 14 Dimensions Rubric by asking, ‘How successful is
the 14 Dimensions Rubric used to describe teacher candidates’ actual practice of
teaching? (Standard 3) Stakeholders reported that the collection of 14
Dimensions Rubric data during student teaching is not enough. They questioned
how the items on the 14 Dimensions Rubric are taught during the program and
asked for artifacts that show how items on the 14 Dimensions are taught. EPP
Faculty agreed that data collected using the 14 Dimensions Rubric should occur
more than once and we will continue to collect and report these data at three
designated time points (at least one methods course, at least one practicum and
during student teaching).
The FPO meets twice each year, individually, with clinical site partners to discuss
structure, process, and requirements. The FPO holds quarterly group meetings with
clinical site partners to evaluate progress, process and requirements. The FPO regularly
participates in ad-hoc conference calls, email conversations, face-to-face individual
meetings and other feedback on needs, benefits, policies, procedures and materials.
The EPP probed this process (Standards 2.1; 2.2; 2.3; 5.5) by asking: 1) How
successfully does the FPO collaborate with clinical sites to establish high quality
clinical experiences for teacher candidates? 2) To what extent does the EPP
collaborate with clinical supervisors to provide high quality evaluations of teacher
candidate’s practice? And 3) How comprehensive are communications among the
FPO and the clinical sites when planning the terms, structure and evaluation of
field experiences? Responses from stakeholders and faculty revealed that the
communication is timely and procedures work well. The FPO is highly responsive
and we have deliberate and successful partnerships. Stakeholders felt it was
helpful that there is a single point person for all placements but recommended
that UNL reach out to all school districts across the state. Stakeholders also felt
that the EPP explains well what is expected of supervisors who mentor teacher
candidates and the procedures for evaluating each student experience. There is
plenty of conversation and thorough discussion of the terns, structure and
content of field experiences. The FPP is quick to respond in conversations.
Stakeholders indicated that it is challenging for school districts to have last
minute changes with student placements and it would be helpful if such changes
could be avoided whenever possible.
The Nebraska Department of Education (NDE) requires that all candidates
pursuing a Nebraska teaching certificate, pass the content examination identified by the
NDE for each field or subject area in which a student wishes to be endorsed. It is
recommended that students complete all of their content courses before taking the
appropriate exam and take the exam(s) no later than the semester preceding student
teaching.
Graduation Process
The Undergraduate Catalog describes the requirements for application for
graduation (https://catalog.unl.edu/undergraduate/education-human-sciences/#text).
Students can access their Degree Audit via MyRed at least once each term to
review degree requirements and progress toward graduation. It is the student’s
responsibility to make sure their Degree Audit accurately reflects their current College
and program of study.
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Students who believe their Degree Audit has errors or omissions should visit with a
College advisor. It is important that the student resolve these matters as soon as
practicable to avoid a delay in graduation.
Each student must submit an online Application for Graduation via MyRED for
each degree to be received by:
• The last Friday in January for May graduation
• The last Friday in June for August graduation
• The last Friday in September for December graduation
Those students without MyRED access may apply for graduation in person at the
Office of the University Registrar or by mail. Failure to submit a timely Application for
Graduation may preclude the awarding of a degree in the intended term.
Commencement ceremony information is emailed to all degree applicants
approximately one month before graduation. Each student who has applied for
graduation must submit an online Commencement Attendance Form via MyRED, which
will be available when the informational email is distributed.
Only those students who have applied for graduation, had the application
accepted, and fulfilled all degree requirements as of the last day of the academic term
may participate in the commencement ceremony for that term. Because the University of
Nebraska–Lincoln has a commencement for each term, ceremony participation is
allowed only in the term during which the student has properly and timely applied for
graduation and fulfilled degree requirements. The Certification Officer verifies that
program graduates meet all requirements for their program of study prior to
recommending them to the Nebraska Department of Education for certification. The
EPP probed this process by asking, ‘How successful is the EPP in ensuring that
program completers satisfy all requirements for their program of study and
endorsement area?’ (Standard 3.5; 3.6) Results revealed that there is an early
warning system in place for struggling students. The EPP provides multiple
screening processes for the candidates before practicum and student teaching
experiences, and helps candidates identify efficient programs of study. Faculty
noted that the FPO and Student Teaching Handbook includes due process for
setting checkpoints for students involved within all programs.
The Nebraska Alumni Association maintains contact information for completers
at graduation and for an extended period of time. The Nebraska Department of
Education has contact with all program completers who are employed as educators in
Nebraska schools; and can relay messages or request survey information. (In the near
future, the NDE is anticipating following completers for 3-5 years post training.)
EPP program data describing the collective performance of all candidates is
monitored as data becomes available to the EPP Leadership Team. Members of the
Leadership Team compile the department data and carry data back to department
faculty meetings for additional review and discussion of student performance. EPP data
are also included in the four biennial reports of the program for– elementary, secondary,
early childhood, and special education. The EPP probed this process by asking, ‘To
what extent does the EPP review evidence of teacher candidates’ performance
and make modifications in response to the data? Stakeholders could not find
evidence that the EPP has looked at the data and wondered what changes have
been made in the EPP based on these data. EPP Faculty confirmed that data
discussions are reflected in biennial reports and faculty meeting minutes.
The performance of individual teacher candidates is monitored through at least
three check-in points: admission to the core professional coursework; admission to
student teaching; and recommendation for teacher certification. College advisors meet
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regularly with teacher candidates to monitor their performance in courses and facilitate
their scheduling in subsequent terms. In the near future, students will also use IPAS to
monitor their progress. The EPP probed this process by asking, ‘How successfully
does the EPP monitor the progress throughout the program of individual teacher
candidates and ensure that any identified deficiencies are addressed?’ (Standard
3.4) The Cooperating Teacher and University Supervisor collaborate to help
students develop. Both advising and mentoring are important. The EPP Faculty
recommended that they clarify a process of interventions and documentation in
the event that teacher candidates’ progress is not good. These procedures might
be described in the Student Teaching Handbook or other publication. In addition,
the EPP should explain this process to participating institutions and students, to
more fully communicate with stakeholders.
Application for a Nebraska Teaching Certificate
The Undergraduate Catalog describes the requirements for application for a
Nebraska Teaching Certificate (https://catalog.unl.edu/undergraduate/education-humansciences/#text).
To actively engage in the teaching profession, a candidate must fulfill both the
College degree requirements and the professional certification requirements of the State
of Nebraska, Department of Education. Undergraduate students apply for the teaching
certificate online at www.education.ne.gov/tcert and apply for the baccalaureate degree
in the UNL Office of the Registrar. Post-baccalaureate students completing teacher
certification also apply for the teaching certificate online at www.education.ne.gov/tcert,
and if they complete a masters degree with their certificate program, apply for the
degree in the UNL Office of the Registrar.
To be eligible for a recommendation for certification, a candidate must meet the
following requirements:
1. Earn one or more undergraduate degrees from the College of Education and
Human Sciences or another accredited institution approved by the College of
Education and Human Sciences with a minimum 2.75 grade point average.
2. Complete the teacher education general education requirements listed for
elementary, middle grades or secondary education.
3. Complete professional education requirements according to established
standards.
4. Complete endorsement(s) according to established standards.
5. Successfully complete a required period of student teaching.
6. Complete application for the degree and certificate.
First Year Teacher Employment
The Career Services Center offers a professional placement service to students
and alumni who are seeking employment in education and related fields. In addition to
providing on-campus interviews with select schools throughout the year, this office
sponsors an annual Education Recruitment Day in the spring, which offers students an
opportunity to interview with hiring officials from many schools. The Nebraska
Department of Education has contact with all program completers who are employed as
educators in Nebraska schools; and can relay messages or request survey information.
(In the near future, the NDE is anticipating following completers for 3-5 years post
training.)
The EPP probed its first-year teacher employment by asking: 1) What
evidence does the EPP provide that its completers are high quality teachers in P-
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12 classrooms? (Standard 4.2; 4.4); 2) How successful is the EPP in
demonstrating the impact of its program completers on the learning of P-12
student learning? (Standard 4.1) And 3) How satisfied are employers with the
EPP’s completers’ preparation and performance? (Standard 4.3) Data indicated
strong academic achievement upon entry into and exit from the EPP. First Year
Teacher and First Year Administrator data across all markers except two were
quite strong. Two factors resulted in a lower percentage of success – differential
instruction and English Language Learners. Outside of the First Year Teacher and
First Year Administrator surveys, the EPP does not have high quality/reliable data
sources describing completers’ impact on P-12 student learning. Data showed
that employers (i.e., administrators’) ratings of EPP completers’ competencies
averaged 3.6 (midway between consistently and frequently present) at the end of
their first year of teaching. Only 11% of completers’ competencies were rated as
only ‘occasional’ on one or more subscales.
The EPP has no access to state teacher evaluation data that describe
completers’ impact on P-12 student learning. Impact on student learning is
currently assessed through first year teacher surveys. The EPP needs to create
and implement an action plan to collect data describing completers’ impact on P12 student learning. (Standards 4.1; 5.4)
System for Collecting, Storing, and Analyzing Data (Standard 5.1; 5.2)
Data can be drawn from the university admissions data base, students’
application into the core professional coursework, their application for student teaching,
the degree audit from the university registrar’s office, the students’ request for an
institutional recommendation for teacher certification, surveys completed by completers
and their administrative supervisors at the end of the first year of teaching. Data are
stored by the institution, in MS Excel files secured and maintained in the college dean’s
office, or in the Livetext data management system. The EPP is in the second year of
implementing LiveText but, ultimately, all program data will be maintained within
LiveText.
Data from the NDE Administrator of First Year Teacher Survey is collected by
NDE each spring and distributed to the EPP by the end of the summer. (In Summer
2015, prior to the state implementation of the Survey, the EPP administered its own
Administrator of First Year Teacher Survey.) These data are retained in a protected Box
file in the college dean’s office.
The EPP has no access to state teacher evaluation data that describe
completers’ impact on P-12 student learning. Impact on student learning is currently
assessed through first year teachers surveys.
Multiple data systems have collected and stored information relevant to CAEP’s
eight annual outcome measures:
• CAEP measure 1: Impact on P-12 learning; See our Plan B.
• CAEP measure 2: Completer surveys. Data are maintained in a Box file in
the Dean’s office.
• CAEP measure 3: Graduation rates. Data are available through the
university institutional research (AMIS) system
• CAEP measure 4: Success of completers in meeting licensing
requirements. Data are maintained by the Certification Officer.
• CAEP measure 5: Indicators of Teaching effectiveness. These data are
the 14 Dimensions Rubric and are maintained in LiveText.
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•
•
•

CAEP measure 6: Employer surveys are maintained in a Box file in the
Dean’s office.
CAEP measure 7: Completers are hired in positions for which they were
prepared. Data are maintained in the college Dean’s Office
CAEP measure 8: Loan default rates. Data are maintained in the office for
Scholarships and Financial Aid.
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